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Thin films of tungsten oxide were deposited on silicon substrates using reactive radio frequency sputtering. The structure of the
films strongly depends on the conditions of deposition and post-treatment. Important issues are the influences of oxygen pressure
during deposition and annealing temperature on the morphology. Atomic force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy
revealed that films were formed by grains. The sample deposited with an Ar:O2 partial pressure ratio of 1:1 showed the highest
roughness and the smallest grains when annealed at 350°C. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis revealed that the films were
close to their stoichiometric formulation irrespective of the oxygen partial pressure used during film deposition. The number of
W5O bonds at the grain boundaries was found to be dependent on the oxygen partial pressure. Analysis by Raman spectroscopy
suggested that the structure of the films was monoclinic. On the basis of these results, an annealing temperature of 350°C was
selected as post-treatment for the fabrication of WO3 gas sensors. These sensors were highly sensitive, highly selective to
ammonia vapors, and moderately responsive to humidity.
© 2002 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1448821# All rights reserved.
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The last few years have seen a growth in worldwide concern
global environmental protection and governments have introduc
set of antipollution measures. Any serious attempt to control po
tion requires the emission of hazardous gases into the atmosp
to be continuously monitored. For this purpose, solid-state
sensors1,2 have proved to be very promising. In resistive devic
gases are sensed by how they affect the electrical conductance
chemically sensitive layer, such as metal-oxide semiconduc
~MOSs!3 and conducting polymers.4

To detect small concentrations of a reactive gas in air, m
oxide sensors rely on changes in the value of the conductance o
sensitive layer. These changes are caused by the gas alterin
equilibrium condition of the carrier density reached in the prese
of air.5 The mechanism mainly responsible for conductance chan
involves variations in the concentration of surface oxyg
adsorbates.5 The formation of adsorbates such as O2 and O22 at the
metal-oxide surface by its interaction with air, abstracts electr
from the film. The adsorbates can thus be thought of as a trap
electrons. The trapping of electrons by the adsorbates, caus
depletion of carriers at the surface and a potential barrier to ch
transport develops. With films whose morphology is granular
depletion of carriers and a potential barrier occur at the grain bou
aries. Both carrier depletion and potential barrier lead to high re
tance intergrain contacts, which dominate the conductance of
sensors.6 Therefore, any gas that reacts altering the quantity
charge trapped at the surface of the metal-oxide active layer ca
detected.

Among MOSs, tungsten oxide is a promising material for g
sensing. Several studies have shown that it can be used fo
detection of nitrogen oxides~NO and NO2!, carbon monoxide, am
monia vapors, and hydrocarbons.7-9 Tungsten oxide films can be
deposited by reactive radio frequency~rf! sputtering, thermal evapo
ration, drop coating, sol-gel methods, and screen printing. The m
phology of these films, which are usually comprised of O-W
grains with terminal W5O at the surface,10 is influenced by depo-
sition methods and post-treatment. Surface oxo-groups~W5O! in
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some metal oxides were identified to dehydrogenation ac
centers.11 These centers apparently play an important role in
adsorption of NH3 and dissociation of hydrocarbons,11-13 i.e., in the
sensing behavior of the films.

For a WO3-based sensor, which behaves as an n-type semi
ductor with fully ionized donors at typical working temperature, t
electrons that are trapped by oxygen adsorbates come from the
duction band. At working temperatures in the presence of a reac
gas, surface catalyzed combustion may occur, and so the su
coverage of oxygen adsorbates may decrease. The reduction in
ber of oxygen adsorbates releases electrons back into the condu
band. This causes the film conductance to increase as a conseq
of the reductions in the surface potential barrier to change transp3

As we have discussed above, in films with granular morpholo
like WO3 films, the gas is sensed at the boundaries of the grains
achieve a better understanding of the processes involved in the
tronic behavior of the film, it is therefore important to have info
mation about the grains. The aim of this article is to report how
oxygen partial pressure in the Ar-O2 gas mixture used to deposit th
samples and the temperature of annealing affect the grain siz
sputtered WO3 films and the formation of W5O bonds at the grain
boundaries, both quantities are very important in the sensing be
ior of the films.6,11-13

Scanning electron microscopy~SEM! and atomic force micros-
copy ~AFM!, which have outstanding potential in film analysis, w
employed to characterize the morphology of the WO3 films. Their
composition was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectrosc
~XPS!. Raman scattering measurements were carried out to ide
the nanocrystallization of the WO3 films and the evolution of the
W5O bonds for the different deposition parameters and annea
temperatures. Finally, gas sensors were produced using rf sput
WO3 films deposited onto a microelectronic substrate that inclu
a pair of interdigitated gold electrodes and a NiCr resistive he
~more details on the substrate design are given elsewhere9!. The
gas-sensing properties of these devices were investigated.

Experimental

The tungsten trioxide films were prepared by a reactive rf sp
tering system. A target of 99.95% purity with diam of 100 mm a
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thickness of 0.125 in. was used. The target substrate distance
fixed at 70 mm. The silicon substrates were held in thermal con
with a holder during the deposition. The substrate temperature
kept constant during film deposition at room temperature. The s
tering atmosphere consisted of Ar-O2 mixed gas and its flow rate
was controlled by separate gas flowmeters to tailor the Ar:O2 gas
percentage in the chamber@sample S1~10:5!, sample S2~0:10!,
sample S3~5:10!, and sample S4~1:1!#. The pressure in the chamb
during deposition was 53 1023 mbar.

After deposition, the samples were annealed in dry air from 2
to 450°C in steps of 50°C that lasted 3 h. After each step, all
samples were analyzed. The resulting surface composition was
termined by XPS. The XPS measurements were performed
a system equipped with a hemispherical electron energy anal
The photon source was a nonmonochromatized Al Ka line
(hn 5 1486 eV). The resolution of the system (source1 analyzer)
was 1 eV.

The evolution of the W5O and the crystallization of the films f
each temperature step was analyzed by Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of these films were recorded at room temper
using a Spex 1403 1 m double pass spectrometer equipped w
cooled low noise photomultiplier tube using the 330 nm laser line
an Ar laser. The laser power focused onto the sample was 0.26
The resolution of the Raman spectrum is 5 cm21. The surface mor-
phology and homogeneity of the samples were investigated wi
JSM6400 SEM operated at 30 keV, with an energy dispersive X
spectroscopy~EDX! detector and an AFM accomplished in a Nan
scope III~Digital Instruments! using a triangular shaped~0.06 N/m!
Si3N4 cantilever tip in contact mode.

To investigate the gas sensing properties of the films, the sen
were introduced into a thermally controlled test chamber~61°C!.
All contaminants and water~to reach the required level of moisture!
were injected into the test chamber by high precision chrom
graphic syringes. Dry air was used both as a reference gas and
diluting gas to obtain the desired concentrations of the test ga
These were 0-1000 ppm ammonia, 0-1000 ppm benzene, 0-1
ppm methane, 0-1000 ppm ethanol, and water vapor@20-80% rela-
tive humidity ~RH!#. The procedure for creating the desired conc
tration in the test chamber is described elsewhere.14 The electrical
resistance of the sensors was monitored, acquired, and stored
PC using a commercial acquisition data board and written-in-ho
control software.

Results and Discussion

XPS.—The XPS results after each annealing step showed
there was no substantial change in the composition of the films
we present only those recorded after the final annealing
~450°C!. We observed that all structures in the XPS spectra w
shifted by 2.5 eV toward higher energy, which indicates charg
effects. The composition of the films was analyzed by XPS.
observed that when the WO3 films were exposed to Ar2 ion bom-
bardment, this caused reduction to WOx species. Therefore, for com
position analysis, we recorded spectra for different photoelec
collection angles~PCA!. This is the angle between the electr
energy-analyzer and the angle normal to the sample surface. Fo
XPS system used, the depth below the surface that can be pr
goes from approximately 80 to 20 Å when the PCA varies from 0
80°.

The XPS spectra recorded on all samples using PCA equal to
i.e., when the photoelectrons are generated in the deepest regio
can be probed, were similar to a typical WO3 spectrum. Figure 1
shows the W 4f and O 1s core level spectra recorded on sampl
after the annealing step at 450°C. The W 4f core level spect
shows the two components associated with the W 4f7/2 and 4f5/2

spin-orbit doublet. Its binding energy,Eb is close to the characteris
tic Eb of the tungsten atom in WO3 stoichiometric films. The O 1s
peak is situated 494.8 eV above the W 4f7/2 core level line. This
relative peak position is in agreement with the value reported
 address. Redistribution subject to ECS t143.106.190.137loaded on 2014-07-29 to IP 
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WO3 stoichiometric films.15 There is a tail toward lower energ
associated with the O 1s peak in the O 1s spectrum~Fig. 1b!. Its
origin is discussed later in this paper. Quantitative analysis of
oxygen-to-tungsten atomic ratio, made with data from the XPS sp
tra recorded on the samples, shows that the WO3 films are close to
their stoichiometric formulation. This shows that with the oxyg
partial pressures used for the deposition of the films, no chang
the incorporation of oxygen atoms can be detected.

The O 1s core level spectra recorded on the films using a PC
50°, i.e., when the technique becomes more sensitive to the sur
showed an additional structure. Figure 2 shows the spectrum
corded on sample S4 using a PCA of 50°. The O 1s core le
spectrum recorded near the surface is made up of two structures
of which is generated by photoelectrons emitted from oxygen ato
in WO3 (O-W-O) at 533 eV and the other is situated 2 eV belo
this one. This relative peak position suggests that the second s
ture is generated by the photoelectrons emitted from oxygen at
located at W5O bonds.16 The W 4f core level spectrum recorde
using a PCA of 50° was similar to the one recorded with a PCA
0° but there was an increase in its width. This increase can be a
ciated with the existence of tungsten atoms in different environm
i.e., located in W5O and W-O bonds.

We can now address the previously mentioned tail of the O
peak recorded with a PCA of 0°~Fig. 1!, to be due to the photoelec
trons emitted from oxygen atoms located at W5O bonds. Its inten-
sity is small because the contribution to the spectrum m
by the number of photoelectrons emitted from oxygen atoms
W5O bonds is small when compared to the contribution made
the number of photoelectrons emitted from oxygen atoms at W
bonds. The small intensity of this structure may suggest t
W5O bonds are mainly at the surface.

The spectrum recorded on sample S4 with a PCA of 80°,i.e., the
highest sensitivity to the surface, mainly showed the structure a
ciated with photoelectrons emitted from oxygen atoms at W5O
bonds. Figure 3 shows that the structure associated with photo
trons emitted from oxygen atoms at W-O bonds appears just as a
on the high energy side. As the possibility of contamination can
ruled out, these results support the previous suggestion that
sample surface is mainly formed by W5O bonds.

The XPS spectra recorded on the other samples~S1, S2, and S3!
behaved in a similar way, but the relative intensity between the
components in the O 1s core level spectrum~W5O/O-W-O! in-
creased as O2 partial pressure in the Ar-O2 gas mixture increased
Although there was no change in the chemical composition of
samples as O2 partial pressure in the mixture used for depositi
increased, the availability of oxygen in the mixture produces

Figure 1. XPS recorded at an angle of 0° on sample S4 after the 45
annealing step.~a! The 4f core level spectrum, and~b! the O 1s core level
spectrum.
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more oxygenated surface, and the oxygen atoms are located a
W5O bonds.

Raman spectroscopy.—Raman measurements were perform
because this technique is known to provide the ‘‘fingerprint’’
WO3 film.17 Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra of the tungs
trioxide samples~S1, S2, S3, and S4!as grown. The as-grown films
appeared to be amorphous. The band around 550 cm21 is associated
with the silicon substrate. The spectra show two broad bands, on
which in the 200-400 cm21 region peaking around 275 cm21 and
the other in the 600-900 cm21 region peaking around 800 cm21.
These are followed by a peak at around 950 cm21. Figure 4 shows
that the bands of the Raman spectrum of sample S4 are narr
than those of the spectra recorded on the other samples. This
suggests that the percentage of Ar-O2 used during the deposition o
sample S4 improved the crystallinity of the film.

The spectra recorded after each annealing step showed m
that the bands become narrower, which reflects an increase in
crystallinity of the films. Figure 5 shows how the Raman ban
evolved as annealing temperature increased for sample S4.
crystallinity was noticeably increased after the 350°C annea
step. This trend was the same for all samples. The two broad b
in the spectra recorded on the as-grown film~see Fig. 4!had split in
peaks located at around 270 and 330 cm21 and 715 and 807 cm21.
Also, the intensity of the band at 950 cm21 decreased. Comparin
the Raman spectra recorded on the samples after each annealin
with spectra for different WO3 phases18 suggests that the films de
posited after annealing at 350°C are monoclinic in structure. T
structure of the tungsten oxide film consists of a packed cor
shared WO6 octahedron units that form clusters. This film is form

Figure 2. Detailed XPS scan O 1s core level spectrum of the sample
recorded at an angle of 50°. The spectrum was recorded after the 4
annealing step.
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by O-W-O microcrystalline grains connected to each other
W-O-W or hydrogen bonds through water bridges, with termin
W-O bonds at the surface of the grains.18 The two Raman peaks a
715 and 807 cm21 were assigned to O-W-O modes, and the one
950 cm21 to a W5O stretching mode.18 The additional peaks at 270
and 330 cm21 are due to the bending vibrationd(O-W-O).19

It has been reported19 that the ratio of integrated Raman scatte
ing intensities of the W-O band to that of the O-W-O band in t
region of 600 to 900 cm21 can be used to measure the relati
cluster size. The number of W-O terminal bonds around the clu
is inversely proportional to the size of the cluster.

Figure 6 shows the typical annealing temperature dependenc
the Raman intensity ratio of W5O/O-W-O for these films. The
W5O/O-W-O ratio decreases as the temperature of annealing
creases. This shows that, for these films, increasing the anne
temperature increases the size of the cluster,i.e., decreases the num
ber of W-O bonds.

Irrespective of the oxygen partial pressure used during film de
sition, the XPS analysis reveals that the films were close to t
stoichiometric formulation, and the main difference among the R
man spectra is in the intensity of the peak related to the W5O
bonds. This suggests that the main effect of changing the O2 partial
pressure in the range that we analyzed is a change in the morp
ogy of the films, i.e., the size of the clusters, not their chemic
composition.

Structural characterization.—To understand how the annealin
temperature affects the morphology of the WO3 samples, a struc-
tural characterization based on the electron microscopy analysis
AFM were performed.

4
°C

Figure 3. Detailed XPS scan O 1s of the sample S4 recorded at an ang
80°. The spectrum was recorded after the 450°C annealing step.
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The as-grown films showed an amorphous textured layer co
ing the Si substrate. The micrographs, recorded on the samples
each annealing step, showed a structural evolution of the films.
nealing at 200°C caused WO3 grains to form. As annealing tempera
ture increased, the average size of the grains increased. This inc
in grain size is in agreement with the Raman results, which a
showed that around 350°C there was a noticeable improveme
the crystallinity of the films. All samples had the same behav
AFM gives the direct measurement of the grains; sample S4 was
one with the smallest grain after being annealed at 350°C. Figu
shows the AFM micrograph recorded on sample S4 anneale
350°C. It is essentially inhomogeneous, and is made up of gr
and voids. The voids within the film structure provide direct co
duits for oxygen and gas molecules to flow in from the environme
EDX analysis showed that the grains and the bottom of the vo
contained tungsten~the equipment used was not suitable for dete
ing the presence of oxygen!. Therefore, if EDX and XPS results
taken into account, it can be derived that sample S4 is a po
tungsten oxide film.

Gas-sensing properties.—The response of sputtered WO3 sen-
sors to ammonia, ethanol, benzene, and methane was investig
Sensitivity was defined as the ratioRa/Rg , whereRa is the static
sensor resistance in dry air andRg is the static sensor resistance
the presence of gas. AFM showed that annealing at 350°C leads
film that is made up of WO3 grains~see Fig. 7!. Raman results sho
that after annealing at this temperature, the films were not am
phous. Moreover, from both analyses, we can conclude that the fi
were polycrystalline. For sensing purposes, polycrystallinity a
small grains are advantages because they lead to films with
surface areas for the gas to interact with.3 On the basis of the result
found by XPS, AFM, and Raman spectroscopy, the sensors w
annealed at 350°C for 24 h.

Figure 4. Raman spectra of as grown WO3 samples.
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Figure 8 shows a typical response of the fabricated sen
~sample S4!to increasing concentrations of ammonia vapor. Sen
tivity to ammonia was highest when the sensors were operate
250°C. Sensitivity was best for the sensor fabricated with an A
partial pressure ratio of 1:1. AFM micrographs showed that
grains of this sample were smaller than all the others when anne
at 350°C. Small grains are important because they lead to a
surface area, which in turn enhances gas sensitivity. The resp
time of the sensors in the presence of ammonia~measured between
10 and 90% of the variation in sensor resistance! was typically 25 s.
When the sensors were exposed to dry air after being expose
ammonia, baseline resistance was reached in about 50 s. Fig
shows the sensitivities of sensor S4 to ammonia and ethanol w
operating at different temperatures. The sensitivities to the o
gases studied are not shown because the sensors~for all samples!
were almost completely insensitive to them. Figure 9 shows that
sensor is very selective to ammonia when operating at 250°C.

Sensing mechanism in WO3 sensors.—In n-type semiconducto
sensors, the current is carried by conduction band electrons,
sensor conductivity increases in the presence of a reducing
WO3 is an n-type semiconductor, so there will be more carri
when the surface coverage of oxygen is decreased by the pres
of a reducing species such as ammonia. This increases conduc

A simple model to explain the interaction of a reducing spec
such as NH3 with the sensing film is the following: The concentra
tion of the adsorbed oxygen ions on the metal oxide surface is

Figure 5. Raman spectra of sample S4 after each annealing step.
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creased by the reducing gas. The depletion region diminishes,
the conductivity of the metal oxide rises correspondingly. If t
adsorption of molecular oxygen creates negatively charged oxy
ions on the surface

3/2 O2~gas! 1 3/2e2 5 3/2 O2
2~surface! @1#

then the electron affinity of the metal oxide, and thus the ba
interval, remain unchanged. The change in conductivity is solely
to the space-charge region created in the metal oxide by the neg
charge of the surface.

Semireaction 1 has two steps: the physisorption of O2 on WO3,
and the charge transfer from the surface to the adsorbate. The
ation of positive ions from reducing gases on the surface

2NH3~gas! 5 2NH3
3/41~surface! 1 3/2e2 @2#

creates an electron enhancement region, which causes a corres
ing rise in conductivity.

As before, semireaction 2 has the two steps of physisorption
charge transfer, but this time from NH3 to the surface.

The formation of N2 and H2O is expected because NH3 behaves
as a mild reducing agent. Therefore, the overall Reaction 3 is
duced by adding semireactions 1 and 2

2NH3~gas! 1 3/2 O2~gas! 5 @~2NH3
3/41!~3/2 O2

2!#surface

5 N2 1 3H2O @3#

Reaction 3 has three steps: the surface diffusion of charged spe
the ionic bond formation of the complex, and the desorption of
reaction products N2 and H2O.

Figure 6. Typical anneal temperature dependence of the Raman inte
ratio of W5O/O-W-O for the analyzed WO3films.
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According to Gerblingeret al.,20 the creation of this surface
complex, whether it is charged or not, changes the bonding relat
ships on the surface of the metal oxide,i.e., the coordination of the
metal by oxygen ions or the bond lengths between the ions. T
changes the electronegativity~bandgap!of the metal oxide. The nar-
rowing of the bandgap creates an accumulation region, and incre

ty

Figure 7. SEM and AFM micrographs showing the morphology of samp
S4 annealed at 350°C.

Figure 8. Typical response curve of a sputtered WO3 gas sensor to succes
sively increased concentrations of ammonia vapors.
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both the space-charge region in n-type semiconductors suc
WO3 , and conductivity. The effects of changing the bandgap su
impose on those caused by the space-charge region due to su
charge.

This model explains how WO3 behaved at 250°C or under. Th
lower sensitivity of our sensors when operated at 300°C may be
to the spontaneous decomposition of NH3 into N2 and H2 on the
sensor surface before its adsorption and the subsequent reaction
oxygen.21,22.

On the other hand, increasing the working temperature incre
sensitivity to ethanol~see Fig. 9!. This may be because the tempe
ture needed for the catalyzed combustion of ethanol is higher.

Response to water vapor.—Moisture may be adsorbed onto th
sensor surface, and this increases the active film conductanc~in
n-type semiconductors!. Therefore, water vapor may cause interfe
ence with other gases. Figure 10 shows the typical response
sputtered tungsten oxide sensor~sensor S4!operating at 250°C,
when the moisture level was increased from 15 to nearly 80%
The change in baseline resistance due to humidity was lower
the change in the baseline resistance of commercial sensors bas
tin-oxide @e.g., Toguchi gas sensor~TGS!-type#. Increasing the
working temperature of the sensor enhanced its sensitivity to w
vapor.

Conclusions

A set of tungsten trioxide films were prepared by rf sputter
using different Ar:O2 gas percentages. AFM and SEM revealed t
films were formed by grains. XPS showed that changing the oxy
partial pressure did not change the stoichiometric formulation of
films, but it did change the number of W5O bonds at the grains

Figure 9. Sensitivity to ammonia and ethanol vapors of gas sensor~S4!as a
function of the operating temperature.

Figure 10. Typical response of gas~S4! sensor to humidity.
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boundary. We therefore suggest that the main effect of the oxy
for the partial pressure range that we analyzed, is on the morpho
of the films and not on their chemical composition.

The annealing treatments induced a crystallization of the
grown WO3 amorphous layer. The Raman spectra recorded a
annealing, compared with data reported in the literature,18 suggested
that the structure of the films was monoclinic. The ratio of integra
Raman scattering intensities~W5O/O-W-O!was used as a measur
of the relative cluster size. The cluster size increased as anne
temperature increased. On the basis of the results found by X
AFM, SEM, and Raman spectroscopy the sensors were anneal
350°C for 24 h. These devices were very sensitive and selectiv
NH3 when operated at 250°C, slightly sensitive to ethanol and
most insensitive to other gases and vapors like benzene and m
ane. At this operating temperature, their water vapor cross sens
ity was moderate and typically lower than that of the commercia
available gas sensors~e.g., TGS-type!. The sensor prepared w
Ar:O2 partial pressure equal to 1:1 showed the highest sensibilit
NH3 . AFM and SEM revealed that it has the highest surface rou
ness and the smallest grains when annealed at 350°C compared
the other films. In principle, films with small grains should be mo
sensitive than films with bigger grains. This is because the sur
area for interaction of the latter is lower.

Further work is needed to correlate the presence of the W5O
bonds with the gas sensing properties of the material.
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